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Arrest Records Often Mislead
Almost everybody, at one time or another, has had an
experience which involved the .law. Most of them have been
so menial that they were quickly forgotten. Most never
involved more than a short time answering questions in a
police station. It's usually a misunderstanding which you
think was cleared up and forgotten about.
Suppose we told you t.hat you may have forgotten about
it but the .law hasn't. They probably have an FBI file on
that incident in som~ Washington computer right now.
Ridiculous? A recent study found that as much as 90 per
cent of some segments of our population are listed in that
computer and it's federal big brothers at this moment.
And while you're at it, think about these questions for a
moment: What use do~s the government have for this
information? How available is it to anyone who requests it?
Who .would request it? How much of a Big Brother
potential does this situation create?
If you've considered the questions and still feel
untroubled, you must have a very clear conscience. After
all, if the record exists, it must show that the incident was
all a big misunderstanding. Right?
Maybe. And that's the best you can hope for. For more
details see page two.

New Evaluation
For Teachers?

Bid·Entered
On Hot Air

(Photo~

by Mike Gandert)

Gary the Clown yesterday
formally threw his hat into
the ring for ASUNM
president from a hot air
ballon in front of
Zimmerman Library. Gary,
who said if elected "I will not
serve," threw not one but
three hats at those standing
below. Those who caught a
hat were rewarded with a free
pizza.
Before lifting off, the
Clown greeted passersby on
the mall by shaking hands
and asking them to please
support his platform of
Professionalism, Honesty and
Apathy.

Louis Tempkin

A new plan to evaluate UNM teachers is being proposed
by Senator Louis Tempkin. He has devised a questionnaire,
to be sent to all undergraduates at the beginning of each
semester, that includes such questions as, "Did the
instructor take attendance?'' and "Would you recommend
this instructor to a friend?"
Results of present teacher evaluations, which are
conducted by department heads, are not made available to
students. Tempkin's questionnaire might be answered,
collected, and printed for distribution by the tenth week of
each semester.
The new evaluation covers such presently overlooked
possibilities as sexual discrimination in the classroom,
out-of-class availability or unavailability, and the influence
a student's grade might have on his opinion of the
instructor.
Tempkin adds, "I hope this program will provide a way
for students interested in a course to look at evaluations by
other students."
For more details see page 3.

Pub Board Seeks Editors
Campaign Statements Now
...

Editors Sought

Statements

The Student ·Publications Board is now
accepting. applications for editorships of the
Lobo and the Thunderbird for next year. The
openings are available to any ASUNM member.
The Lobo editorship is for the first semester of
the 1974·75 school yeai' only. The Thunderbird
position is open for Semesters I and II.
Certification requirements are the same forboth-students must be familiar with
Publications Board and U.S. Student Press
Association policy and codes of ethics.
Publications Board will also request an outline
of th_e applicant's intended policies as editor.
~11 pertinent information is irtcluded on the
application form, which can be picked up in
Room 205 9f the Journalism Building between
8:30 and 4:30. De~dline for return is Friday,
April 15 at noon. Selections will be made at the
April 10 Publications Board meeting.

The Lobo will publish
campaign statements for all
candidates for the office of
ASUNM President, Vice-President
and Senate on Monday, April 1.
Those candidates wishing to
have their platforms published in
that issue must submit their
statement to the Lobo office,
Journalism Building, Room 158,
no later than 1:30 p.m., Sunday,
March 31. The statements must be
typed, and no more than 150
words.
The Lobo will also publish
pictures of the candidates, and the
pictures must be black and white
and accompany the written
statements.
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An Analysis

Police Records Don't Discriminate
By MARTIN COLBY

or the Lobo Starr

SAMMY STl:TIJENT thought
little of /lis long-ago brush with
the law when he applied for a
summer job, Later that week, he
received his acceptarwe through
the mail.
But a week after he started
working, he received a letter
informing him of his
"insu ita b iii ty" for the job.
"Regrettably" his acceptance
notice became inoperative.
Lille most people denied jobs
because of arrest records, Sammey
never knew the reason.
After all, llis arrest was little
short of ridiculous. While waiting
on a corner for a friend, he had
been apprehended on a charge of
burglary. It seemed Sammy had
been waiting in a neighborhood
beset by burglaries.
Sammy tl10ught littfe of the
incident afterwards, since charges
were dropped and he had only
spent 4 hours at the station. Just a
story to tell his buddies at their
next beer-drinking session.
Although this account is
ficticious the circumstances are all
too familiar.
Being arrested is not an unusual
experience. The President's
Commission on Law Enforcement
in 1967 found that in the general
American population, 90 per cent
of the total non·white urban
males, 58 per cent of the total
white urban males and 12 per cent
of all U.S. females would be
arrested sometime in their lives.
ARREST RECORDS (ARs), on
virtually all of these people end
up in the central data files of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The FBI receives 29,000 sets of
fingerprints on an average day.
The major problem of being
arrested is among those who are
never convicted. Although almost
every arrest is followed up with a
record to the FBI, the final
disposition of the case is often not
recorded in the FBI's file. What
action does the FBI take to
determine outcomes of such
arrests?
Clarence Kelley, told the Lobo
"This Bureau does not follow
each record submitted to
determine the final disposition of

.z
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the arrest but relies upon the
responsible criminal justice agency
to furnish such data when
available,"·
Such groups as credit agencies,
bonding houses, banks and
landlords often receive such
records though local policemen
said Doug Lea, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
(ACLU) Privacy Project.
LEA BELIEVES THERE are
several major problems with
non-conviction ARs.
"In the legal sense, denying the
presumption of innocence is the
major problem. In an everyday
sense, it's basically a stigmatizing
thing to be arrested, Such people
are subject to harassment. They
may be denied entrance to
professional schools on the basis
of an arrest. They may have
trouble being bonded when their
jobs require .it. Employment may
be affected, as may credit."
The credit factor is an
extremely important one in light
of recent testimony before a
Senate subcommittee investigating
ere dit bureaus. Several former
credit investigators told of how
they were assigned a certain
percentage of bad risks they had
to 'expose.' If they couldn't find
the bad information they simply
made it up.
"They would have a field day if
they came across an arrest
record," Lea said.
According to Director Kelley,
"The FBI will furnish
identification (arrest) records only
to authorized officials of Federal,
state and)ocal agencies for official

use.,,

Members of such agencies often
hand out records to non-official
investigators for a price. The
penalty when caught is little more
than a slap on· the wrist. Kelley
said release of further ARs "is
subject to cancellation" for those
giving such information to
non-authorized persons.
THERE ARE CURRENTLY
two bills before Congress dealing
with the problem of arrest
records. The bills, one introduced
by Senator Sam Ervin and
the other by the Nixon
administration are basically the
same-they greatly limit access to

non-conviction ARs, Their main
difference is the Ienth of time
before the sealing of ARs.
Senator Pete Domenici of New
Mexico recently announced
support of the Ervin bill because
"we have a responsibility to

,

Arrest records often
brand people for life,
ruining career chances in
fields that they are
extremely qualifi.ed in.
Such people are subject
to harassment. They may
be denied entrance to
professional schools on
the basis of an arrest.
'

protect the privacy of citizens and
this bill will certainly insure that
the more than 20 million pieces of
information possessed by the FBI
will not be abused.
"Privacy is one of our most
sacred rights. It is only when we
lose it that we realize how
precious it is,"
A member of Domenici's office
pointed out that the bill "is just a
first step in this field.''
When contacted, the office of
Senator Joseph Montoya said,
"The Senator has not taken a
position on this issue as the full
particulars of the pending
legislature has not been finalized.
His position will be announced
when the bill's specifics are
determined."
OPl'OSITION TO SUCH bills is
presently declining. Republican
Senator Hruska of Nebraska, an
early opponent, is now a
co·sponsor of both of the current
bills on the subject.
L. Patrick Gray, the former

acting· FBI Director, opposed such
reforms during his time at the
FBI. He wrote: "The arrest-record
files of the FBI Identification
Division . . . is replete with
lengthy arrest records of long-time
hoodlums and members of
organized crime whose arrests
never resulted in conviction. Many
sex offenders of children are not
prosecuted because parents of the
victim do not want to subject the
child to the traumatic experience
of testifying.
"To prohibit dissemination of
such arrest records would be a
disservice to the . public upon
whom they (the persons with a
record) might prey again," Gray
concluded.
Lea of the ACLU feels that
Gray's argument against AR
reform is "put into the
hypothll tical more than most
opposition arguments. Carried to
the extrllme, all those arrested
could be calllld criminals.
"The United States has a
tradition as a non·rigid society,
accepting refugees from
oppressive governments. That's
what this country is about. Such
policies (on ARs) are killing the
spirit of man," he added.
Although passage of legislation
controlling ARs is almost assured,
problems remain. Lea said, "The
issue of National Security could
overrule the validity of sealed
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records. This issue is a very big ~·
8
loophole in thll legislation."
CONGRESS IS NOT the only ~t:i
source of controls on AR release. ~·
'<
A 197 3 decision by thll Colorado
Supreme Court ordered
expungement· of non-conviction .o
ARs unlllss thll police could show is:
a special "need to know.''
1!:
On the local scene, New Mexico g.
Civil Libllrties Union lawyer Ron
Segal recently filed a suit dealing 00
with arrest records. It is a (j)
class-action suit sellking to
expunge all ARs of people ""'
arrested in New Mexico but who
were not convicted.
The city council of Berkeley,
Calif., .adopted strict guidlllinlls on
AR distribution in 1973. Except
for convictions or guilty pleas in
11 specific areas of serious crimes,
Berkeley keeps no arrest records
at all.
To control the widespread
misuse of AR information, Lea
advises citizens to "hit it on all
fronts; national, state and local
levels. The more controls against
such practices, the better chance
of individual privacy."
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MEXICO CITY (UPI)-John
Patterson, a U.S. consular official
in the northern Mexican city of
Hermosillo, was kidnaped five
days ago, presumably by Mexican
terrorists, and is still being held,
the U.S. Embassy here disclosed
Wednesday. In making the
disclosure, embassy press officer
Michael Kristula said no other
de tails could be revealed at
present because Patterson's "life is
in danger."
"Patterson was kidnaped last
March 22. This is all the
information we can give you at
this time because it has a lot to do
with his security," Kristula said.
Other reliable but unconfirmed
sources said Patterson's
kidnappers were demanding
payment of a ransom of
$500,000.
.
Hermosillo is 150 miles due
south of the U.S.·Mexico border
city of Nogales.
.
Reports from there in the wake
of the embassy's disclosure said
that Mexican government military
helicopters were flying over
Patterson's residence and the
Hermosillo area in general,
apparently scouting for any
unusual movements.
However, the Mexican
government-including President
Luis Echeverria's top
spokesman-claimed it had "no
knowledge" of the kidnap.
The Hermosillo newspaper El
Imparcial reported that U.S.
F. B. I. agents had already arrived
there and are working with
Mexican police in an effort to
solve the case and rescue·
Patterson.
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MORMON CULTURE WEEK
presents
The Latter-Day Saint Concept
of Manhood and Womanhood
Terrance D. Olson

Lorelei Romney

UN M Assistant Professor
of Home Economics

Relief Society President
UNM Student Branch

By GEORGE JOHNSON
Of the Lobo St~ff
Senato~,; Louis Templtin
introduced a bill to the ASUNM
Senate that would establish a
program for undergraduate
students to evaluate their
teachers.
The ASUNM Teacher
Evaluation Program would be
coordinated by the chairperson of
the ASUNM Consumer Affairs
Committee, 'Thmpkin said.
Under the plan, qullstionnaires
would be mailed to all
undergraduate students by the
second week of the fall and spring
semesters.
Questionnaires would have to
be returned by the fourth week
for statistical compilation. The
results would be printed in
hooklet form and distributed by
the tenth ~eek' of the semester.
Under 'Thmpkin 's plan students
would be asked the following
questions:

American
Diplomat
Kidnaped

Alhuqucrquc· Clmplcr of 1hc A\'lnl.'i:lliun

for ll!c Educ:uion or

Bill Promotes Teachers Rati'ng Program

.

Thursday, 7:30 Education 1 03
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

243-3637

New Mexico
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No. 118
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Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
Tht' Nc\\· Mexico natl}l Lobo is J1Ubli.shcc1 Monday throu,:th Fritl ,lf every
l'f.!I-Wim• week of the Univetsity year
nnd weekly dut·ittg the- suinmt"r ~cssion
lty tht• Hoai"1l of Student Publi~tttiOM ot

the Univ!'rsity

or New Mexico, and fs

llot. finmtt·inlly nssodntett wtth UNM.
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-In what college or school are
you enrolllld?
-How much did books for the
class cost?
-Was the workload heavy,
average or light?
-Did you receive an outline
(written or vllrbal) of what was
required of you?
-Were assignments pertinent to
classwork?
-Did the exams cover
classwork only, readings only,
both or other?
-Did the instructor give his or
her office hours?
-If so, was he or she available?
(A space for "haven't tried to
reach instructor" is providlld for
this question).
-Did the instructor take
attendance?
-If so, did he or she count
absences against you?
-Did the instructor encourage
or discourage class participation?
-Was the instructor's
presentation interesting?

-Was the instructor Willi
prepared?
-Did the instructor seem to
have favorites in the class?
-If so were they male or
female?
-Was there a term paper?
-What gradll did you receive?
-Would you r!lcommend this
instructor to a friend?
Tempkin said several years ago
ASUNM had a more limited
evaluation program. H!l said
presently the only evaluation is
conducted by d!lpartment heads
who have students evaluate
instructors who are up for tenurll.
He said the results of these
evaluations are not released to
J,i\'1' Mnint•l.c;hNic'l'.'>

Frc'lih !ic~arnwl
Fn'lih r:ror.c·n Sc•uruml
Wholc•s.Jic• • Ht•hcil

in a course might tend to rate that
students.
"1 hope this program will course high," Tempkin said.
Under his plan students would
provide a way for students
intllrested in a course to look at be able to take that into
evaluations by other students," consideration.
The plan would probably cost
Tllmpkin said.
He added that the grade the about $1000 a semllster for
student received in the course is mailing, printing and compiling
important in putting evaluations data, he said, and he thought "it
into context.
would be a good idea" to hire
"Students receiving high grades Kelly Girls to do the office work.

The

Students for Environmental Action
wil.l hold their next meeting this Thursday,
March 28th at 7:00 pm in room 231-C of the
Student Union Building. Planning for a
proposed bike rally will be discusses and all
interested peoplt., are want<'d and W(~lcome.

;;p

Bermuda And KenyaNo Place To Streak t

Center Has
Ideas, Fun
To Offer U.
The International Center is
filling a vital need for the
University's foreign students: a
place to find new friends, peace
and quiet, or exposure to new
cultures.
And judging from its
fast-growing reputation, it's doing
quite a job.
"At the first orientation party I
met other foreign students just as
lonely as I was," said Cheryl
George, a junior from Panama,
who now finds the Center
"somewhere to drop by to watch
color TV, find a partner for table
tennis, or just to talk."
Cooking facilities make the
Center even more convenient for
students on a tight budget.
But the International Center
a 1so reaches out to American
students and to the community.
"It is not a hideaway from
American society," said Kazuya
Nakashima, biology-chemistry
major from Japan. It is, he found,
a good place to increase foreign
students' confidence in the
English language through meeting
with interested American
students.
For those Americans interested
in foreign cultures and languages,
like Kathy Demuth, a Bachelor of
University Studies senior, "The
Center is a place to meet and
share ideas with people from all
over the world." Also to taste
international foods, hear music
and !earn dances of other
countries at · the many parties
given there, she adds.
Community and university
groups, ranging from the
American Field Service and
followers of the B'Hai religion, to
wedding parties, visiting
dignitaries, and UNM classes, all
use Center facilities without
charge for regular meetings and
special receptions.
Open from 10 till 10
daily-including school
vacations-the Center is directed
by Ghana student Shiame
Okunor, whose annual budget
from the university must be
stretched to provide
hospitality-food and light
refreshments-to casual
droppers-in and for foreign and
American student get-togethers.
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By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL •
Don't get caught streaking in Bermuda. They put you in jail.
Or in Kenya. They expel you in the condition in which you
were apprehended.
Jn Hamilton Bermuda, where five U.S. college students were
sentenced to i 0 days in jail this week for streaking, officials
Wednesday started handing out warnings to arriving tourists of
the penalties for running nude.
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In Naiwbi, Kenya, Vice President Daniel Arap Moi called
streaking a "foreign culture which is demoralizing and degrading"
and said streakers caught in the African nation will be "sent away
dressed exactly as they are."
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In Beardstown, Ill., police caught their first streaker, identified
as Steve Payne, 25.
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-Taking off his clothes and running for a quarter of a mile
barefoot over cobblestone streets.
-Assaulting the two police who arresteg him.

"It will be a hard act to follow," .!.!.esident said.

... ••

ABSENTEE
BALLOTS
for Spring Election
Absentee Ballots
are available in
ASUNM Government Office for all
people who are ·interested m voting
but will not be m
school April3rd.
--of

WINTER
CLEARANCE
SALE
30% OFF
Parkas by Ascente

Wool Sweaters & Hats
Gloves
Ski Accessories
Aprill-April 6

Mountains

and Rivers
2210 Central SE
. , 268-4876

Grad Recital
In Keller
Due Friday

Wark

'

'
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Student composers,
conductors, and soloists are
featured in the UNM wind
ensemble concert scheduled at
8:15 p.m. March 28 in Keller Hall
of the UNM Fine Arts Center.
Students William Hirsch and
George Willink will conduct their
own compositions, "Gavotte" and
"EI Abrigo," respectively.
Rudy Harper, trumpet, will be
featured as soloist in "Dramatic
Essay,'' and Kenneth Battat,
percussionist, in "The Worried
Drummer."
Christine Potter, flute, will be
featured in the "Andante" by
Molique, conducted by Sara
Cltupman.
Opening the concert will be
Prokofieff's "March, Opus 99,"
conducted by Bonnie Werner.
Michael Bowen will conduct the
first movement of Khachaturiart's
"Three Dances from Spartacus."
Sharing conducting duties for
the finale, "Suite for Band" by
Pottenger, will he Kay Zalun,
Di art tha Swoboda and Wam•n
Alderman.
Tickets aTe $1.50 for the
general public, $1 for UNl\1
faculty and staff, and 50 c!'nts fnr
students.
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Jibrarianshif) ma\· rom<" to ZJmilt<'rrnan
l,ibrary /r" otns 40 and 47/l-'riday,
March 2!1/1:30 to 3:30p.m. Profossur

Career Opportunities in New Mexico
Monday-Friday only

,,
l

Interested in living and working in New. Mexico? We have some
suggestions.
Come to a Career Expo of opportunities in business and management in
New Mexico.
·
The second annual Career Expo, a week-long informational session
hosted by select businessmen and public sector managers who know New
Mexico, will be held April 1-5 in room 124 of the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
No preregistration is required. You may attend one session or many.
Career Expos is open' to everyone who wants to know what opportunities
there are to stay in New Mexico and find a career in New Mexico.
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12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Arpil2. 9:30a.m.
12:30 p.IJl.
Wednesday, April3, 9:30a.m.
12:30 p.m.
Thursday, April4, 9:30a.m.
12:30 p.m.
Friday, AprilS, 9:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Oral testimony taken ' from
Sioux warriors after the battle at
Wounded Knee in December,
1890, described it as "the big
fight," which is what the U.S.
militia also called it.
"Now it's called a 'massacre,'
which may reflect the Indians'
reading of white historians who
were the first to advance that
view," said Dr, Richard N. Ellis,
associate professor of history at
UNM.
Ellis will discuss the vital part
oral histories play in fitting
together pieces of the true
historical story, as part of the
UNM Libraries Lecture Series on
Monday, April 1, at 7:30 p.m.
The lecture, which is open to the
public without charge, will be
held in the Clinton P. Anderson
Room of Zimmerman Library.
Entitled "Indian Records and
the Writing of American Indian
History," the program is
sponsored by the Friends of the
UNM Libraries, the General

Library, the School of Law
Library, and the Library of
Medical Sciences.

Richard Ellis

Resume Writing, Interview Techniques, Personnel Work
Federal, State and City Government
Major Business: Construction. Manufacturing Firns
Independent Business: Chamber of Commerce, Construction,
Real Estate. Retailing, Franchising
Transportation and Utilities: Railroad Utilities
Management Consulting, Advertising, Franchises
Accounting: CPA Firms, Accounting Firms, Accounting in large
Firms and Public Sector.
Financial Intermediaries: Banking, Investment Banking. Savings
and loan. Finance Companies

:1·'
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Sales: IBM, Electronic Data Processing, Management lnforma·
tion Systems.

.

April 1-5. Room 124, T,he School of Business and Administrative Sciences
School of Business and Administrative Sciences.
Graduate Association of Business Students
Delta Sigma Pi

pueblos,
"This is an attempt to get the
Indian's own view of his history
instead of Indian history through
white people's eyes," said Ellis,
former director of the project,
who will discuss his detailed study
of the more than 1000 taped
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Lunches Daily at OKIE'S

f

I

Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
11-2 p.m.

1

!

Spring into Summer!
Stop by and look at our selection of
3, 5, and 1 0-speeds--:From 79.95
featuring

BICYCLES
The handmade bicycle from France
And introducing the TAKARAJapan's finest cycle.

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100

I

i

Sporting Goods
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interviews in the collection.
Ellis is widely published and is
currently writing, with Warren
Beck, a revised edition of "New
Mexico: A History of Four
Centuries." He is also working on
a history of federal Indian policy
from 1887 to the present.

Hours
Man-Sat 9:30-6

..

THE GREAT AMERICAN FOLK WINE
GREAT AMERICAN POSTER OmR.
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Sttrdruts it'lh•re::tt<!d in .t t_•ar(lt•r in

James Ro1rl_co, {':'. of Den\'('t GraduatP
School >f Library Scionco (room 47)

and Prot. Mt"rlr Lamsont Bri~ham
Young UnivPrsity Gradua:tp School ol
Library St"it•nce will bl' available for
consultation./Sign up for an intt'rview
lldorc Friday/room 1.47/or call 4241.
l'tclJCCI ('tUl .. \!1(1 \\.If! 111CCII1n lfltrr~t_, \f,trdi

2ft Jli74, iH 7 jjJ r.ut IH ft1Hitl 1ll~~ uf ~fc._.t

v"'" fl,,,,

Student" fur F.n'\iwumciHaf Aclitll1 \\'Ill
Thur"i .. Mo1rdt 2X ott 7·()(J p.nt. in room
231·<" <>I' the Sllll.
ntl!CI

Sales: Brokerage, Insurance, Real Estate, Savings and Loan,

utmtv

Ellis' talk will cen tcr around
two main sources of historical
data: documentary collections
and oral history.
In the first category, he calls
UNM's collection of records from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) archives-correspondence
from Indian leaders and lliA
agents to Washington, reports on
missionai'Y activity, investigations
and evaluations of Indian schools
and many other matters-"the
best selective collection from
government records relating to
Southwestern Indians in the
nation."
The largest oral history project
in the nation, conducted in part
by UNM with funds from the
Doris Duke Foundation, was the
taping of Indian elders' accounts
of ancient customs and modern
day mores on the Navajo
Reservation and at New Mexico's
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Monday, Aprill. 9:30 a.m.

Ellis To Discuss Battle At Wounded Knee
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He was accused of:

A welcoming hand and good food, are provided at UNM's
International Center for foreign and American students alike.

Oral History's Part in The Truth
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HIKING &
BACKPACKING
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1031 San Mateo S. E. 256-919(
JoiN OuR Co·OP AND SAve.

Pass the Jug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a" lug.
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apple
or Strawberry Glen. Full of the crisp cold bite of
fresh-picked country apples or sweet juicy
strawberries.
When you finish a jug ofJug, you can put a
candle or daisies in it for a romantic meaL Or blow
your favorite tune on it.
.
Enough sell. You want a Great American Poster?
.
Send us just S1.00. Our Great American Poster
measures 24" x 26". ReMJlendent:.Ltlll!!Ln>.l_Qr,
Complete with painted-on frame.
lf you're decorating your room in American
Gothic, it will fir right in. Get yours fast for a mere
S 1.00 (no stamps please) before we run out.
0

r--------------------------~
I JUG GREAT AMERICAN POSTER
I 12 E. Grand Ave. Room AA
I Chicago •. Ill. 6061 I.
I
1 Plcusc senti me _. _...•. poscers,
1 for which I have cndoscd $ _ __
I ScnJ my hOStcr to:
I
f Name ___ ... . . ...
f
plt:M~t· print
:

Address_ .. _ _ .....

I

City

11

OtTer good until February Ist. 1\175. Void if restriCted or for·
htddt:n hy law Avail.thlc only in U.S.A. Please allow 4 weeks for
dcltvcty. Pnstcr Gu.~rantct•. II you rccdvc a damaged poster, sim~·ly rt-tutn tt to the .tbovc ,tddtt'SS ami you will rt:ceive a new one.

I
I

State ______.__ ZiJ.l•----
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News Editor

By MARTIN COLBY

Reaction to the ASUNM
Senate's decision to cut four
,.;l
student groups from the 197 4·7 5
~ budget was mixed.
·~
Charles Becknell, advisor to the
Q
Uhuru Sasa Dance Troupe,
8 refused to comment yesterday
·~
w until he had spoken to the Senate
:as about the cut, but said the group
received "no explanation" for the
z~ cut.
"The Student
to:'
misinformed in its d!;,!;is~o.~...t'?

~

Managing Editor
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Budget·Victims Offer Variety Of Responses
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funding of the Public Relations
Committee," said Arlene Cinelli,
committee chairperson,
"The committee functions
mainly as a window for UNM,
guil;!ing information in and out of
the school."
She believes it is "a very viable
committee which has done a Jot
of good public relations efforts
for UNM."
Cinelli said the main probl11m
over funding is a Jack of
description of the public relations
job. A memo distributed to
stu de

mentioned this and asked the
senators to list, in order of
importance, wh'at they "consider
to be the functions of the Public
Relations Committee."
Maj. Ronald Ablowich, advisor
to the NROTC Roadrunner Drill
Team, felt the Senate's denial of
funds to the team was "totally
unfair." It was denied funding
because of uncertainty as to how
much money the group could

raise on its own, he said.
"I think it's an arbitrary cut.
How much money a student
group makes is really irrelevant to
its funding. Any student group
could raise money to support
itself," Ablowich said.
"Since most of the group's
activities take place in the spring
semester, we'll probably have a
funding bill' introduced by a
senator as we did last year."

Jeff Nighbert, Thunderbird
editor, s11id its removal from the
budget "was expected." He
added, "We get cut from the
budget every year." He plans to
submit a bill next semester for
Thtmderbird allocations, "just as
we had to do it this year."
"We originally asked for $6600,
Perkal recommended $7000, and
the Senate finally decided on
nothing."

•

•
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Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Evaluate Them
With all the furor lately concerning the Howarth
Proposal calling for the end of the traditional A, B, C,
0, F form of grading and the subsequent reaction from
various professors about the worth of evaluating their
pupils, many have overlooked one aspect of the
situation: if teachers can evaluate their students, why
shouldn't the student evaluate their teachers?
The last time student evaluation of teachers was done
on a large scale was over three years ago. Since then
there have been departmental evaluations, but the
results of what the students thought of their teachers is
never released to the general public.
\Me support ASUNM Senator Louis Tempkin's
proposal to set up a system whereby students could
evaluate their professors and the results of those
evaluations be published for everyone to see and draw
conclusions from.

Students at the University of New Mexico have a
right to benefit from the experiences of other students'
vie.ws and reactions to a certain professor or course, and
the proposed plan could expedite that learning process.
And in addition to being a vehicle for the dissemination
of student reaction, the evaluation could possibly have a
formative value on the structure and administration of
classes at the university. And that we do need.

Opinion ~mrmlmillmilmlmilm~...lmir~·lmilmllm:.m~.... !llil·••mnmamam:...m. mm:m1Mrn!lmwam~.•mJ~aaWJ·.:M·mM:,u:
Black SurvivalThe Pressing Issue
..
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The impatient cries of
self-styled critics of
Black·ln·Action groups echo
all too clearly through the
recent past. They judge a
struggling welfare mother, a
battered man, and a sick,
aged pauper all in one angry
session. The same guilty
verdict follows the trial that
prompted it.
contend that a
spokesman or leader
(especially of Black people)
should not confuse his role
with the role of a ruler or
overlord. A leader serves the
people, while the ruler is the
direct object of the people's
service. We Black people
should decide upon a
destination; and a willing

guide, an appointed guide
should point the way. A
leader may well remonstrate
the people's decision to
follow him, but he can
neither determine the
destination, nor bar a new
choice. The final say is with
the Black people, and no
mere person or group may
take the position of ruler
again.
We have heard the rhetoric
of destruction innumerable
times, yet I propose a more
pressing occupation for us
all-the survival of Black
people. Our survival in North
America will demand violence
in its most acute sense, but
even the warrior's first efforts
must be given to survival and
that may require his

.rmMI!lf

retreating when it proves to
his collective advantage. I am
neither pro nor antiviolent, I
simply hold the survival of
Black people in higher esteem
than I hold any other Black
concern.
The blinding arrogance
that permits a person or
group to judge this entire
Black nation must never form
part of Black groups or
individuals. We should never
condemn the nation upon
whose survival our lives
depend after Blacks have
managed to maintain a
strength and sanity foreign to
most captive peoples. On the
personal level we must learn
from this and incorporate it
into our daily Iives.
Annetta L Barnes

Charles Becknell

Maj. Ronald Ablowich
(Pitotos by Mike Gandert)

Arlene Cinelli
fibercraft materials
yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms • assistance
401 romero, n.w.
old town 243·0655
10·6, closed mondays

Jeff Nighbert
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Gasless Sundays, Lower Speed Limits Have Reduced Highway Deaths
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
A year ago an average of two persons died every
day in automobile accidents in Maryland. Illinois
counted an average of five each day in early 1973.
Utah averaged one highway death every 30 hours.
Today the figures in these states, and most others
across the United States, have dropped sharply, up
to 50 per cent in several instances, and safety
experts attribute it to the gasoline shortage and the
national 55 mile-an-hour speed limit imposed to
help conserve fuel.
Maryland's average has dropped to one fatality
each day. Illinois deaths declined to 3.5 daily, and
Utah now averages one fatality each week.
Vincent Tofany, president of the National Safety
Council, estimated that there will be a saving of
8,500 lives in 1974 when all the figures are added
up.
He estimated that traffic deaths were down an
average of 25 per cent since the lower speed limits
were adopted.
"We recognize that there has been Jess travel but
it has proven very clearly that speed is a big factor

in the deaths that occur after accidents happen.
Speed limits play a vital role in the deaths and
injuries that occur," he said.
A survey by United Press International showed
declining highway death tolls in all parts of the ·
nation, attributed in almost all cases to the lower
speed limits and reduced Sunday driving because
most service stations were closed.
In California, which has led the nation in traffic
deaths for many years, pressure is increasing from
legislators and law enforcement officers to switch to
a 65 m.p.h. speed limits.
California deaths dropped 29.9 per cent during
the first two' months of the lower national speed
limit, but Highway Patrol Commissioner Walter
Pudinski called for immediate repeal of the law. He
feels that the reduced toll is the result of fewer cars
on the road, not lower speeds, and that as soon as
there is an increase in gasoline supplies the toll will
rise.
Gov. Ronald Reagan thinks the speed limit
should return to 65 miles-per·hour when the energy
situation improves.

"Those who have the responsibility to establish
speed limits should look very hard at the safety
implications which appear to be evident from the
results of the highway fatality reductions," Tofany
said. For every 10 miles of speed over 50
miles-an-hour, the likelihood of being killed doubles
with each 10 miles."
Illinois State Police Superintendent Dwight E.
Pitman is among those who believe the lower speed
cut highway deaths because "it automatically
reduces the severity of accidents."
,
In Virginia, the death toll dropped from 238 to
188, in Oregon from 121 to 96, in Georgia from
151 to 89 and Missouri from 70 to 55 in periods
since the speed limit was lowered compared with
identical periods of 1973.
Mississippi reported 25 traffic deaths so far this
month compared with 79 in 1973.
· "Man;l1 could distinguish itself by recording the
fewest number of fatalities for any month in the last
10 years," a Mississippi highway patrol spokesman
said.
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Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 100-who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan~
tico, Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify tor up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's orie hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.
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Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Name

Age

Address
City __ .-~ ~.-~ ..School __

-· ~- .. State

~-~-·_.~ _ -·--- --~- -· ___ ----·-- _

Phone_____ _______

__ __
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Class of

Social Security#
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If you are a senior. check here for information on Officer Candidates Class [ ;.
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'Rita' and 'Old ffiald'

t

Operas Play Rodey
Two comic operas, one with a
"semi·streak" performance, are
the next offerings at Rodey
Theatre on the UNM campus,
March 30 through April 2 at 8:15
p.m.
Both are directed by Sean
Daniel, UNM Opera Workshop
director and lecturer on the voice
faculty staff in the department of
music.
The "semi-streak" is
perpetrated by an old maid and a

Students Take
All Patts In
Kellet
Concett
Student composers,
.,

conductors, and soloists are
featured in the UNM wind
ensemble concert scheduled at
8:15p.m. tonight in Keller Hall of
the UNM Fine Arts Center.
Students William Hirsch and
George Willink will conduct their
own compositions, "Gavotte" and
"El Abrigo," respectively.
Rudy Harper, trumpet, will be
featured as soloist in "Dramatic
Essay," and Kenneth Battat,
percussionist, in "The Worried
Drummer."
Christine Potter, flute, will be
featured in the "Andande" by
Molique, conducted by Sara
Chapman.
Opening the concert will be
Prokofieff's "March, Opus 99,"
conducted by Bonnie Werner.
Michael Bowen will conduct the
first movement of Khachaturian's
"Three Dances from Spartacus."
Sharing conducting duties for
the finale, "Suite for Band" by
Pottenger, will be Kay Zahm,
Diantha Swoboda and Warren
Alderman.
Prof. William Rhoads, chairman
of UNM's music department said
·he "is turning the Wind Ensemble
over to the students for the night,
to give them a chance at
expanding their musical education
and experience."
Tickets are $1.50 for the
gen,.ral public, $1 for UNM
faculty and staff, and 50 cents for
stud<'nt:;.

young maid intent on keeping
their male house guest captive.
Daniel uses dou hie casting for
the seven parts of "Old Maid" and
the companion production,
"Rita," one of the last works
written by Donizetti. Both are
vest pocket operas prepared by
Professor Max Madrid, the
conductor of the accompanying
UNM Chamber Orchestra.
''Old Maid" was composed by
Gian-Carlo Menotti and was first
presented over NBC radio in
1939. It had its first ·stage
performance by the Philadelphia
Opera Co. in 1941.
The opera centers around old
maid Miss Todd taking into her
home a beggar, at the same time
that a rash of thefts have occurred
in the community. Growing fond
of Bob, Miss Todd and Laetitia,
her young maid companion,
persuade him to stay by removing
evecything above and below the
trousers-then turn to committing
crime to keep him .stocked with
liquor and gifts.

"Rita" deals with 1 a lovely
shrew, sung alternately by Shari
Aubrey and Joy de Pelichy,
unwittingly married
simultaneously to a sailor and a
town character.
The husband roles are sung,
respectively, by Robert Aubrey
and Matthew Gary, the latter a
theatre arts major and only
non·voice major in the casts of the
two operas.
Director Daniel says "Rita has
quite a bit going for it in action:
there's a shipwreck, a town
burning, bigamy, sword play and
merriment.''
Tickets are on sale now at the·
Rodey Box Office or may be
reserved by telephoning 27 7·440 2
or 277·4522.

The husband and wife team of
Shari and Robert Aubrey rehearse
t11e role of embattled spouses in
"Rita," a comic, one-act opera by
Danizetti opr?llirlg .liar. 30 al
Radey Tll<'ater. Showing with
"Rita" is Gian-Car/o Mcnotti's
"Tiw 01<1 .1/aid.an<l tlu! Thief."
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Seraph in Trio
Gives Varied
Concert Sat.
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~

The Seraphin Trio, assisted by
other UNM music faculty
members, will present a richly
varied concert at 8:15 p.m. Mar.
30 in Keller Hall of the UNM Fine
Arts Center.
Members of the trio, solidly
ranked as one of the better small
ensembles in the Southwest, are
George Roberts, piano, Joanna de
Keyser, cello, and Leonard
Felberg, violin.
Savoy Brown has gone through
Opening the program will be more personnel changes than the
the "Suite for Piano, Clarinet, and Nixon administration; only Kim
Violin" by Darius Milhaud. Floyd Simmonds remains from the
Williams, clarinetist, become part original band. They'll be playing
of the group fo;this selection.
with Deep Purple and Tucky
The famed "Horn Trio" of Buzzard Apr. 2 at the Arena;
Johannes Brahms will feature student discounts are available at
Wayne Sharp on French horn with the SUB box office.
Roberts and Felberg, and the full
Seraphin Trio will present
Schubert's "Piano Trio, Op. 100,"
as the concluding work of the
evening.
This will be the 19th concert in
"The Great Escape," UNM's
the Keller Hall Series of faculty coffeehouse located in room 129
concerts this season. Tickets are of the SUB, has announced its
$1 for the general public, 7 5 cents featured entertainers for this
for UNM faculty and staff, and 50 weekend.
cents for all students.
Lynn Rosner will be the main
The Setaphin Trio members attraction Friday night, with Jim
organized in 1969, blending Paul and Chris Despopolus filling
talents recognized from solo in during intermissions. Saturday
performances in this nation and night features Dan Arterburn,
abroad. Their philosophy is that, backed by Richard Scott during
by performing, their teaching breaks.
discipline is reinforced and
Admission to "The Great
renewed.
Escape" is free to UNM students.
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Rob's Leather Goods
&
Foot fetish
101 Cornell SE

266-8383

Where have I heard of the
names Caleb Quaye and Roger
Pope before? Ah, here it is! On
Elton John's album "Tumbleweed
Connection." It appears that some
of Elton's session people have
formed a group, Hookfoot,
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The smartest'looking hand made
purses and some of the best
turquoise and silver jewelery
around. All at low prices.
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Hookfoot is Southern blues
oriented. A song written by Ian
Duck called "Rockin' on the
Good" is a perfect imitation of
Taj Mahal complete with metal
acoustic guitar effect. Duck also
penned a Southern Civil War
sympathy song, "Roll of Drums."
(This is not unusual for an
Englishman to be interested in the
American Civil War; Charley Watts
of the Stones is also.)

* * *

By JEFFREY HUDSON
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Graduate student Tom McCart
will give his Master's recital ;1t
8:15 p.m; Friday in Keller H01ll.
The program will include works
by Langlais, Messiaen, Persichetti,
Franck and Bach. There is no
admission charge.

Ex-EJ men make Good
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We not only
have the best
looking shoes
in town, but
also the finest
tooled belts,
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"ROARING"
• Hookfoot
0
~
(A&M/SP·3608)
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'Gteat Escape'
Names Attlsts

Scheming duo Mary Ja Talley
and Margaret Gurley plat haw to
get rid of Ann Deblinger (seated)
during a scence {ram "The Old
Maid and the Thief" opening a
(aur·night run March 30at Radey
Theater at UNM.

<:((

New Hookfoot Enjoyable

Their music is clear, not murky
or redundant. Songs like "Tradin'
Riffs" and "Three Days Out" are
. full of momentum and energy.
Hookfoot's music spirit is. a tiny
bit of excitement in a muck of
modern music.

Their sound is none such as
Elton's; instead, it is a staggered
boogie with a pause or shadow
between strums. The
arrangements are smooth, and the
album is surprisingly enjoyable.

ADT ot UA.Sun.
The AI buquerque Dance
Theater (ADT) will give its final
in·t own performance of the
season at the University of
Albuquerque's Stage One• on
Sunday, Mar. 31 at 8 p.rl).
The company will perform
seven works, including two

premiers, which display a wide
range of movement style and
dramatic quality.
Founded in June, 1973 by Jack
and Whitney Bergman, Paul
Hindes, and Pamela Knisel, ADT
includes a performing company
and a school of dance, and reflects
the diversity of modern dance in
its repertory. Works range through
many movement styles from
serious cool works to abstract
structured improvisations, from a
rambunctious energy to subtle
wit.
Knisel and Ms. Bergman are
dance instructors in UNM's
Theatre Arts Dept.
Donations can be given at the
door the .night of the
performance. ADT is a non·profit

Over $400 Each Month
During Your SetJior Year
~-

DISCOUtiT
PRICES!
WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING!

THE FINEST IN CUSTOM FRAMING
THOUSANDS OF READY-MADE
FRAMES/PRE-CUT MATS/.PRINTS
METAL SECTION FRAMES & GLASS

PIIOR MAliS
PICTUIII:

1:11AM lNG

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUOUEROUE,N.M. 87106
ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255-3239

Minimum Math
and
Physics Required
If you're interested, stop by and talk
to your Navy Information Team March
25 to 29 at the Mesa Vista Placement
Center, or telephone 766-2335.

BE SOMEONE SPECIAL,
GO·NAVY
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Lobos Run Circles Around Rabbits

By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor
Contrary to popular belief,
Jackrabbits are not highly prolific
all the time.
Case in point: yesterday at
Lobo Field where the Jackrabbits
of South Dakota State could score
only five times, each run being
unearned, and make 14 hits in
two .seven-inning games. UNM
won the first contest 3·2 and the
second 12-3.
The doubleheader sweep gives
the Lobos three in a row over the
South Dakota State baseballers
with a final game to be played at
Lobo Field today ( 3 p.m; ). UNM
is now 17·6 on the season while
the Jackrabbits are 1·4.
The first game yesterday was
somewhat of a pitcher's dual
though the Lobos scored twice in
the first and led 3-0 before SDS
picked up two tainted tallies in
the fifth to make things
interesting. Both pitchers went

the distance-Doug Johnson for
UNM and Duane Bunkowske for
SDS.
Bunkowske wasn't as sharp as
Johnson though he gave up one
less hit, five to six. The Jackrabbit
hurler allowed six bases <~n balls,
n<~ne <1f which actually hurt him,
while Johnson walked two,
Leadoff batter Art De La 0 got
the Lobos off to the right start in
the bottom of the first. He singled
and went to second on a wild
pitch, but Bunkowsl<e's errant
toss didn't really matter because
Mark Hiller immediately followed
with a triple to right. Two walks
and one out later, Alan Hunter
knocked in Hiller with a single.
UNM's third run, the decisive
one, was pushed across in the
fourth with a couple of hits and
some sacrifycing. Hunter and Rob
Ogle led off the inning with a
single putting runners on first and
second. Lloyd Thompson moved
each up one base with a bunt

single and catcher Ro;>n Smith,
batting ninth in th11 Lobo ord.er,
sent Hunter home with a sacrifice
fly to left.
Though South Dakota's two
fifth inning runs were unearned,
pitcher J'ohnson was largely
responsible for them. Both runs
resulted from his throwing error
on a bunt single. The Jackrabbits
couldn't get the tying run across
in the last two innings, though as
Johnson was aided by two UNM
double plays and a good play by
shortstop Thompson, going deep
into the hole.
Mike Pettenuzzo's 19-game
hitting streak was broken in the
opener as he went O·for·2 and
walked once, but the .Lobo
rightfielder was back on the track
in the second game going 2·for-4.
In that second game, UNM again
jumped off to a 2-0 first inning
lead.
With two outs, Pettenuzzo

singled and Mike Delmonico
followed with a blast over the left
field fence which hit the
scoreboard. It was his first HR of
the year and was the beginning of
a great day for the 5·9 165-pound
freshman,

First Game: Lobos edge Jack Rabbits
South Dakota State
ab r h rbi UNM
Dave Mydland ss
3 0 0 0 Art De La 0 cf
Dave Manke If
3 0 0 0 Mark Hiller 2b
Lyle Pagel cf
3 0 0 0 Mike Pettenuzzo rf
Brett De Boer db
3 0 1 0 Gary Stewart db
Chuck Sendelbach 2b 3 0 1 0 Bill Piskorski If
Bob Horner c
3 0 1 0
Alan Hunter 3h
Gary Ellwanger rf
2 1 0 0 Rob Ogle Jb
Mike Redmond lb
2 1 2 0 Lloyd Thompson ss
Rick Parrott pr
0 0 0 0 Ron Smith c
Dick Johnson 3b
2 0 1 0
Totals
Greg Carver ph
1 0 0 0
Totals
25 2 6 0
S.D. State
000 020 o--2
UNM
200 100 x-3

"We wouldn't even have that though balls don't travel any
wooden bats if we hadn't had further off aluminum bats, a
some left over from last year," hitter probably has a better
chance of making good contact
Leigh said.
ONE ADVANTAGE of the with them.
"You have a smaller hitting
aluminum ones is that they of
course don't break as easily. That surface with the wooden bats,"
pleases the players but especially Leigh said. "There is a limited
Leigh who works with a limited area where you make good wood.
For example if the ball hits
budget.
"They are almost certain places down on the bat
indestructible," the coach said. you will probably just pop up
"Two have broken but neither at while if it hits those same places
the metal part, just the plastic on an aluminum bat you may ver
used to seal the handle ends. By well get a hit. There are very few
using them we definitely save 'poor places to hit the ball on the
aluminum bats outside of the
money.
"While one aluminum bat costs handle."
THE ONLY D1SADVANTAG!5
$15 and one wooden one costs
$4.50, you break quite a few Leigh can see in the new bats is
wooden ones in the course of a that they all have the same size
season. We break a lot more than handles. He said some players
people think in practice. I'd buy with big hands like a thick handle,
25 dozen, at $15 a dozen, each something none of these bats
season. This year I've bought just have. The coach thinks this can be
three dozen aluminum bats and rectified, though.
"There are a few players on the
we still have 18 we haven't gotten
team-Mark Hiller, Rob
out yet."
The principle reason the players Ogle-who still use. the wooden
like the new bats is that they bats," Leigh said. "It's partly due
don't sting your hands, especially to the handle size but also because
in cold weather, the way the old wooden bats are what they are
ones did. Another advantage is used to using."
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2 1 2 1
2 0 1 0

2 0 0 0

2 0 0 1
18 3 5 3

Errors: UNM-Doug Johnson. SDS-Dick Johnson. DP-UNM 2, SDS 1,
LOB-UNM 6, SDS 4. 2b: SDS-Horner. 3b: UNM-Hiller. .SH:·UNM-Ogle,
Thompson. SF-Smith
SDS Pitching
IP H R ER DB SO
Duane Bunkowskc L (Q-1) 6 5 3 3 6 1
UNM Pitching
Doug Johnson W (2-1)
7 6 2 0 2 4
abr hrbi
4
4
4
4
3
0
1
3

0
0
2
4
1
1
0
2

1
0
2
4
3
0
1
1

~

0
t::i
e.
~.

~

2 0 0 0

Second Game: Lobos Devour .Jack Rabbits
South Dakota State
ab r h rbi
UNM
Rick Parrott rf
3 0 0 0 Art Dc~La 0 cf·2b
Dave Manke If
4 1 3 0 Mark Hiller 2b·ss
Lyle Pagel cf
4 1 1 0 Mike Pettcnuzzo rf
Br~tt DeBoer lb
3 0 1 2 Mike Delmonico lf-3b
Mike Redmond c
2 0 0 0 Gary Stewart c
DiU l~llwangcr c
0 0 0 0 John Cifelli pr
Chuck Sendelbach 2b 3 0 1 0 Ron Smith c
Greg .Carver 3b
3 0 1 0 Alan Hunter 3b
Dick Johnson ss
2 1 1 0 Dewey Potter rf
Bob Horner ph
1 0 0 0 Lloyd Thompson ss
Dave Mydland db
3 0 0 0 Neal Schawellf
Totals
28 3 8 2 Rob Ogle lb
Jan South dh·cf
Totals

'"
:!l

.o

ab r h rbi
3
1
2
2

-z

~

Lobo Box Scores

Between UNME: Bats Go
Ping Clang, But Not Crack
By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor
Things just aren't the same at
Lobo Field or at most other
collegiate baseball parks
throughout the nation this season.
The old crack of the bat is
being heard Jess and less
nowadays. The sound which has
delighted baseball fans for years
and has given good fielders a clue
to where the ball is going has been
replaced by assorted "pings" and
"clangs." Hitters don't get "good
wood" on the ball any more; they
get "good aluminum."
The new sound of ball-bat
contact, when good, is similar to
the noise produced when a rock
hits a street lamp pole. When
' contact is bad, it's a sound
comparable to the one produced
when you hit an empty can with
your fist.
"They've been using the
aluminum bats in Little League
and softball leagues for quite a
number of years now, and we've
been using them in practice the
last two years," Lobo baseball
coach Bob Leigh said. "The Big
Ten and the Indiana Collegiate
C onference tested the bats in
regulation play last season.
"They were made officially
legal for all NCAA games last June
so the use of them didn't really
take effect until this year."
THE USE OF aluminum bats
has caught on fast. Leigh said that
every team the UNM baseballers
have played this season used them
to some degree. As short a time
ago as two years, the bats so
highly regarded today were not
very usable, the coach added.
"Alcoa and Reynolds were the
first to experiment with them and
they made them all for a while,"
Leigh said. "We had some of those
first ones and they didn't hold up.
They had something of a beer can
effect. Once you got a little dent
in them, their resistance gave way
and they would bash right in."
Leigh said the major problem
with those early aluminum bats,
which have since been taken off
the market, was that they were
too heavy. While wooden bats run
reasonably close to an inch for
every ounce (32 inches-32
ounces, 33 inches~32 ounces,
etc.) the early aluminum models
always ran 39 or 40 ounces.
The metal bats have been
greatly improved and all major bat
manufacturers are putting them
out now. Leigh said the alumimnn
Adirondack bats his Lobos use
have many more advantages than
disadvantages when compared
with wooden bats.

Delmonic<~ singled in the fifth
starting a L<1b<1 f<~ur·man rally
that wiped out a brief 3·2 deficit.
The Jackrabbits bad scored three
times in the third, all run.s being
unearned because of third baseman
Hunter's error.

0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0

1 0 0 0
3 2 2 3
1 0 1 1
4 0 3 1

4 0 2 1

36 12 2010

ooa ooo o--3
S.D. State
200 451 x-12
UNM
Errors: UNM-Hunter. SD8-DeBoer, Carver, Dick Johnson. DP-UNM 1, SDS
1. ~08-UNM 6, SDS 6. 2b: UNM-South, SDS-Manke, DeBoer. 3b:
UNM-Delmonlco. UR: UNM-Dclmonico (first of season),
SDS Pitching
lP H R ER BB SO
Ray Fosburgh L (Q-1)
ax 7 6 5 0 0
Dan Grewing
1* 6 4 4 0 0
Kermit Peterson
2 7 2 2 0 1
x-faced four batters in fourth.
*-faced four batters In ninth.
UNM Pitching
IP H R ER BBSO
7 3 0 1 4
· Don MiUer W (3·0)
6
Lou Sitch
1 1 0 0 1 0

Such
Love
•

I

Fergy 's Fellows
HOSt C0 I• C0 II. eg e

By DEL JONES
Of the SJ>ortsStaff
The UNM tennis team hosts
Colorado College Saturday at
9:00a.m. The match will be held
on the new tennis courts east of
Johnson Gym.
Colorado College is a small
private school in Colorado Springs
but coach Joe Ferguson expects
them to be pretty good.
"Sometimes those small schools
........
attract some pretty good tennis
§'. players," said Ferguson. "We
~ played them back in 1966 and
they had a real tough team,"

Troy Will
Red Shirt

Troy Williams, backup
quarterback to Don Woods last
fall, will be redshirted this year
because of academic problems,
head coach Bill Mondt said
yesterday during the football
team's first spring practice session.
"He was way behind in
school," Mondt said of the man
who was to battle highly regarded
JC transfer Steve Myer for the
number one quarterback spot. He
will redshirt (sit out next season
but not lose a year's eligibility)
and work on his grades.
Assistant sports information
director, Don McGuire said
Williams had a 0.00 grade point
average for nine hours attempted
last semester. The coaches seeing
that Williams was in danger of
flunking out went after Myer,
McGuire said.
Five other players will miss
spring practice because of injuries:
line backer Mark Rupcich, knee
operation; offensive lineman John
Johnson, knee operation;
quarterback Jerry Racheff, knee
operation; runningback George
Anderson, reinjured a knee he had
damaged during the last game of
1973; center David Hintz,
shoulder operation.
Two players are question marks
as to whether they will play this
spring-offensive tackle Ted
Green, archilles tendon injury;
tight end Stan Speegle, broken
toe, Otherwise, Mondt had this to
say about the players that were
drilling yesterday:
''They look in pretty good
shape. At least they don't look
fat."

IS

Seldom
Do you sometimes want to reach out to others? Most people do, but
perhaps God has specially touched you. The Dominican Sisters of the
Sick Poor try to recognize each person's unique eall~so we have made
the requiremel\tS for joining us as flexible as possible.

14VIND a·

We offer you the opportunity to live with us, work With us, pray with
us among the people we serve. This will allow you the atmosphere to
discern and evaluate your call.

WINB TASTING!
Mounton-Cadet
French Bourdeau from the Rothschild Cellars
Red & White
Friday 3-6. Saturday 1-6

Our Mission is to the poor, but to a special category of the poor: the
sick. There are many ways for you to serve the poor and the sick. We
welcome you to . . . "Come and see"

-----------------------.------------I
II

bomtntcan SISt€RS 0~ th€ SICk POOR

1

•

Western Wine & Liquor
35 Winrock Center

I
I

~IABI

\:o;DALg

OSSl:\lXG. Xi':\\' YOilK 105(i2

Dear Sister,
I would like to know more about the opportunities you offer for
sharing in your work.l understand there is no obligation.

I NAME~----------------------------------------

Kris
Kristofferson
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1974·7:30 PM
LIMITED SEATING

1 ADDRII.SS_-~------------------1 CITY

STAT!::

COiJil _ _ _
PHONE _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP

emotional
problems the and
Lobodisciplinary
tennis team
has been through of late, were
enough to force a poor showing.
"Peter Arndt played the only
good match for us," continued

~::~~~;~r ;~": h~~:;~o~~ re~~~;

The Lobos managed to win that our guys didn't play up to their
initial meeting with Colorado potential though. West Texas
College, and hope to do the same State is a good team but under
this week to make up for a normal conditions we should
disappointing Joss to West Texas stack up pretty even against
State, suffered last weekend in them."
Las Cruces.
The Lobos lost 8-1. It wasn't an
"Things went pretty bad for us entirely bad weekend, for the fuzz
down there,'' said Ferguson. bailers, though, as they blanked
"New Mexico State had some host team New Mexico State 9·0.
pro b I e m s r u n n i n g the
''That's all over now, though,"
tournament. We were originally said Ferguson. "We're looking
scheduled to play an indoor ahead to this week."
match in the Pan American Center
Three players are currently
but a music show was also booked-vying for the number one position
there for the same time. Then we for the Lobos. Hernando Aguirre,
moved to the outdoor courts, and Brad Coleman, m· Peter Arndt
there was a P.E. clas on them and could play in the top slot. Lennart
they refused to give them up. We Bergquist has also been playing
finally ended up playing in a well as of late.
UNM, 3·4 overall, is 1·0 at
public park."
All of . this along with the home having blanked NMSU in

the first home match of the
season. Following the Colorado
College match, the netters have
some tough competition. The
Lobos host WAC champ Arizona
and Big Eight contender Colorado
next Friday and Saturday in a
triangul;~r.

-------

A Folk Conce-rt featuring old union

songs will be held on the Mall today at
11:30 a.m. Sponsored by the United
Farmworkers Boycott Committee.
Donations will be aqcepted.

There will be an open discus~ion on
Albert Camus' existenttal story of
S isy phu s/3: 3 0 Friday, March

29/Uodgin 301/All undergraduates are

invited.

Corduroy
JEAN
BELLS
CUFFS

MORMON CULTURE WEEK

12.00

presents
Judge H. Vern Payne
New Mexico District Judge

lobo

~~our

Responsibility to
the Constitution"

MENS

Friday 7:30p.m. KIVA

SHOP

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

2120 Central S.E.

243-3637

ENTER+
This is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it
It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4·Register Stack. This means: ( 1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your probiPm;
(2) you don't have to re·enter data; (3) you can see all interrrwcliate data
anytime.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
I. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond thP.
basic four(+.-. x, ..;.).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine AddressabiP Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for (~rror correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in PJther flxed·decimal or
scientific notation and automatically po<;itions the decimal point throughout its 200-decade range.
Our HP·35 is the other.!! handle" 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in (>it her fixPd-clPcitnal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pn'·prograrnmc>d
pocket-sized scientific computer calcuiJtor.
Both of thew exceptional instrument~ are on d1splay now. If you'u•
lookinq for unprecf'dented calculatinq rvpacity for your rnonr,y. by all
mo!<Jn•• ~PP and test thPm

HEWLETT

r

tl

Hewlcu-P..tekanl nlakes lhc most
PACKARD Hd\-rutct.'tf I)()Ckct-si!cd computer"

cakulalors in the world.

.

HOLMAN'S, INC.

'
j

·101

lll\d "'
Phorw 2h'i :''Ill I
\.tond<~v·l rid.J\ llJm~ i lO pm
SatunlJY ll: l0dtn·4: lOpm
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MJo,tl'fc h,trgP
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p.m./Rm. 250.D, sun.
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The Young Socialist Alliance will

sponsor a talk on hWJty We Need
S ocialism"/Thursday. March 28. 4

13ankAmE>rirard

. •

1

5)

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rntc;~;

or b11 mail

TL•rm~:

Classified A!lvertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

10\' per word, $1.00 minimum.
PI\YmC'llt must be made in full
JIJ'ior to in11crtion of advertisement.
Where; Journalism Building, Room 205,

11

4)

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

-------

JEWISH STU,DENT UNION;HJLLEL.
All Jewish students & faculty mv1ted for
nn Oncg Shabbat Friday March 29, 8
11m. Inte~nntionnl Center, 1808 L as
Lomas on campus.
3129
LOOICiNG FOR BARGAINS? Come to
H('MC Thrift Shop in hospital basement,
Tue;uJays II nm.-4 11m., Fridays 10 am.·2
vm. Donations of used clothing, etc. also
nccde1l.
4/3
YOUR GOODFRIEND in Senate. Vote
KIT GOODFRIEND, incumbent ASUNM
3/28
Senate.
ELECT SANDY RICE, ASUNM Vice
President. Vote. An eKpcrienced prove. n
worl>er.
4 13
W A.N TED : GARY THE CLOWN r or
ASUNM President.
412
GARY ~TH.R CLOWN needs yollr hcl/p.
C'nll !Wi-9185.
4 1
FREE GRnMAN ~HEPHE~R~;.,;i~.
C'nll 2!12-0511 or ~42·!!454-,Joe Allen. 4/1
VERY FEW PEOPLE can listen w!thout
tnlkin~r. Most people can talk w1thout
Jillt<>ning. It is very rllre that People can
tnll> nnd liete11. We try. Call AGORA/·
277-3013.
4 5
WHY GO TOCOOlCoS and pay more? We
hnve Tennis cqulnment, Paddle ball stuff
And other sporting goods-nlwaya on
'"'"l'i11l. TilE DlKE SHOP, 823 Ynlc SE.
!!·12-9100.
tfn
LEAD VOC'ALTST WANTED - male or
f(·mnle. Group experience necessary. 2/98·
0087.
3 29
PRE<iNAN'I' AND NEED HET.P? .You
hnvc Crhmda who care nt Blrthrll:r:ht.

A SHORT WALK to camnus from this 2
bc)rm with carport, nicely carpeted, Air
conditioning for the warm weather, Only
RENTEX, 266-7991. Fee,
$125, (3522).
..
.
3/28

\VTHTERS NlmDED: New Mexiro Dalb•
J.obo, A11J1lv 111 nerRon at the Lobo, room
lliR of ~ttulcnt 'Publications._-------~~~..--#
~
WANTED: ONE BEDROOM apt. or
house In a nice nei~hborhood, Married
l'oUPic to occupy April thru AugW!t. Call
Da11i1l 268-61i28 or 277·4002.

LEAD

247-9819,

"1

LOST & FOUND
----~--:

FOUND: One Jmlv'11 rln~ 1'1 Scholes 1Ia11.
ld•>ntlfy nncl claim. 2'17-2931,
. 4/3
Lo~·r: Mrnch 13~ black h;;~-rim g)MsM in
blnl'lc case, Popejoy lobby. Reward. 2G o.
1~19.

411

I,OC::T: MARCEl 12, Silver & University.
Very small, much loved, grey Sil\mese.
Uctain!l nice tummy l!!l'ar from recent
llUrP."«!rY. PLlo::ASE. 842·5932.
3/29
FOUND:Ulnck d~~ • .4-G ;';nths old. We'll
bt' sdad to kl!ei'J. 14..:2;.:.0,..:S:;.;il:.;.v..:c:.;r';.__ _ __
FOUND: Man's watch in Dec. Contact
Barbara, Computing Center, 277·4646.
--=~~~~~~~
FOUND: Dlnl!k beaded clasp pu~e near
Me!la VIsta. Claim In Journalism 205.
FOUND: Coin purse containing ki!Yll and
moneY at Stanrord & Silver. ldentify &
claim. rm 205 JoumaUam,

---

BEST APT. VALUE-Columbian West, 1
block to UNM. Luxury apts., swimming
pool, recreation room, refrigerated air,
full security, 209 Columbia. Call 2688934, 268-1006,
4/10
ROOMMATE WANTED for 4-bedro~;;;
• house, 3 blocks £rom UNM, $60. 8420820,
.. . ·- ·--·- .•. 4/1
ONE, TWO & THREE bdrm efficlcnces
furnished. Near downtown & UNM. 242·
7814.
3/29
2 UDRM ADOBE, fireplace; garage, small
patio, 4 blocks from campus, $175. 268H~
~~
NEED A PLACE to Jive nrter June 1.
UNM area, 2 bdrms, cheap. Preferably
n house. If you know of s1.1ch a place,
Jjlease call 266-3433, Thnnx.
3/29
ONE-three·b~d~m hous~· for r;;nt, furnished. Ncar downtown & UNM. 242·7814.
3/29
-------:--:·
llO~QUE Pl.AZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
<::tyle-1 & 2 Dds. Furn. & Unfurn.Utllltic~ included. Pool, gas. barbequc,
large balronle!!, sauna, r~f. air, 10 mln.
from UNM. Waterbe11s permitted, From
$11\fl,OO. 11201 Mnrnuctt~ NF..-266·6071.
Students & professors welcome I I I
THE ClT ADEL, efficiency n.nd one bed·
room, reasonable rents !rom $130, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deluxe
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recrea·
tlon room, card room, pool table, security guards, wnlklnP: dl~tanee to UNM,
1G20 University NE, 243·2494.
4/12
& AsJi'~sE.iu..!n;n House Apart.
ment~. Full Recurlty, nil utilities paid,
effit'lency, $125/mo. l·hdrm $1fi8tmo.
2-bdrm $11'15/mo. Call Jim at 843-'1632
or 206-9693,
tfn
~"

11

E\1PLOYMENT

CH1J,1) CARE: $1.76/hr. Girls, '1·10;
MTW.F 3 :15-6 :30, Th 1 :30-4:00. 268·
3801i after 5.
OVERSEAS ionS-Australia, Europe,
Americn, Africn. Studcnts-nll pro£e<~
Aions and ol'cupations, $700 to $3000
monthly, EJttlcnsea pnld, overtime, slghtRt'einl!',
free
Information.
TRANS
WORI,D RESEARCH CO., Dept. A26,
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, CA. 94926.
4/1
PART·TIMio; JOD afternoons & evenings.
Must he O\"er 21-yenrs-old. Apply in nerflOn-graduntc Rtudents · onlv. SafeWay
4/1
Liquor Store. 5716 Menaul NE.

s.

30 MlLBS Pim GAI,LON-1965 Triumph
eonvcrtible 1200, In good shape and
mechanical condition, 4739 Isleta SW,
4/3
9:00 am. to G pm.
'Fl..OOJt""I~OOM fur snlc. 2G-inrh recti, 4Juck
__ypc. $200 firm. 265·301~ ~~ 4/3
BICYCLES: LoweJt priees on flnest EurotJcnn mnkes. Some used. 266·1702. Dick
Hnllctt.
3/29
iiiCYCLES.incYCLJ~S. 3, 5 & 10 speeds,
rrom $7!1.05, Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Ta1cnrM. THE DIKE SHOP,
823 Ya.lc SE, 842-9100.
trn
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Attention all Chicanos and
Chicana~! There will be a National
Ch.ican o H cal th Organization
meeting/Thursday, March 28, 8
p.m./Chicano Studies. Center. Find out
what NCHO has to offer you and what
you have to .offer to your people
through NCHO.
An informal discussion conceming
the Unification Church and Rev. Sun
Myung Moon will be held following
Rev. Moon'~ lecture at/Hilton
Inn/Thursday, March 28, 8 p.m. ·
Discussion at/United Ministries Center,
1801 Las Lomas Road,
N.E./immediately following the
lecture.

The Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
Fireside tonight/8 p.m./Rm. 250A,
SUB,
The Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will dance tonight/Thur~;day,
March 28, 7-9 p.m./Rm. 176, Johnson
Gym.

Sol liofTmill1, ~:andiuate f'or Alhuyucryuc
will ~pea" with all _-tuucnh/ThuNI;I).
:!R/10·3 p.m./Nurth Cl1ll lll"th~.: Mall.

lllH)Ilr
M:~rch

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Photographer or Entrepreneur
Ol>erate your own campus party
p cture business. Worlt your
own hours and make a good income. We
specialize
in photomarketing systems for
campus photography.
Candid Color Systems, Box 25669
Oklahoma City, Oldahoma 7al25
405 787·9313

Ask

oj:o.

7• 9

THE NAVIGATOR
SHERLOCK, JR.
p~
UNM STUDENT UNION
THEATRE
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Markham Style Innovator Products and Hair Designs are available at:

&\l;Jrltl•a••••
INTERNATIONAL

ZUNI QUE
KNOCKABOUTS

t·.p

., f: 1 fY·• • !~•~•'1',ll'. n·.,_. J,.t;t
t-,~~
.,t-•·l:.",dlJSt;f••·' ,·•l'"" r• ~~~..
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Peter

Zuni & Navajo

ALBUQUERQUE,

!~- },

.

Pottery
Baskets
Rugs

Authentic Indian
Handmade Jewelry

324 SAN FELIPE, N.W.
OLD TOWN PLAZA

277·2031

Y'--·~s i~,ul *

f

OOATIIEADS GOTCHA DOWN'l Thornproof tubes, . $6.00 nair. Jn!ltnlled thru
Anril. THE DIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
842-9100.
tfn
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE Is taking
..ubmls~lons for the next luue. Bring
them to room 205 Journalism.
AJ,PACA RUG5-$120. Call evenlngB,
David, 766-li414. MUST SELL.
4/1

New

87104
PHONE 765-1714
MEK1co

$21.95

7804 Central SE
(llt•l\H'l'll W\Cllllm,q ,'V Low,t,lll.l)

Hair Designers
for

exclusively by

ME:'n&WomE:'n

255-0166

appointm<'nt

Do you know this man?

These Moc·Shoes will be 011 everybody that
enjoys the style and durability that will be
when you give your feet a treat.

I
Handmade leather Sandals by Bare Trap $14.95

You should!

FOlt RENT

National Life Insurance
proudly introduces

Robert C. Jacks·on Ill.

RE·CYC LE $14.95
LEVI ClOGS

and

matching

handbags

Monterey Bootwear
926 Juan Tabo NE
lomas at Juan Tabo NE
294-0050

g."'

....<C

H'l:f~lyri.• ~~

Lawford

.~

There will he a Kiva Cluh rnc~.:ting on ~
Thurs .. Mar. 2H. ut 7:30 p.111 .. in the lntcrna- ~
tiona( Center.
..,_

The Great Escape Coffee House/Rm.
129, SUB/presents live entertainment
Friday and Saturday /7 p.m. to
midnight. Friday feature: Lynn
Rosner, Second act; :Jim Paul and Chris
Dcspopolus. Saturday feature: Dan
"Dulcimer" Arterburn, Second act;
Richard Scott. Admission free with
UNM ID card. The Great Escape serves
pizza and assorted cheeses, coffees,
teas and raw juices.

!\fiSCELLANEOUS

HOUSE TOSHARE.:-2 rnl. east UNM. $60
month. 255·6661.
8/29

·•

DJ", Albert Taurog, Professor of
Pharmacology at tbe University of
Texas at Dallas, will speak on thyro1d
peroxidase and thyroxine
biosynthesis/ Biology department
Room 139/Friday, March 29,
2;30/Sponsored by Phi Sigma, Biology
Honor Society,

r/////////////////////////////////,;

Sandpaintings
Findings

Jow

HAVE YOU DEEN OVERCHARGED1
Gotbm an inferior produet'l or bad eervice? or havin~ trouble with your land·
lord? lC so. call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 27'1-5606 or come into room 248 in the
SUB between 12:30-4:30. We can llelp
you ! Research and Conl!!umer Aft'airs.
4/23
ll'IIAGEs-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap.
plication photographs. Cl011e, Qalek. eane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterflelds.
26G·99&7.
&fl
PASSPORT, lDENTtFtCATION photos.
Low!!!!t nrlees In town, fa!!!t, pleuinrr.
1-lear UNM. Can 265-2444 or come to
1'11'1 Oirard N.E.
Ll'::OAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program offers JegaJ 11ervlcee
for students and statr. Furnished by
qUalified law students under racu1t1 !112•
'IH!I'VIsion. Availability lirnit.ed to th011e
wh0<1e a.'lsets and Income do not exceed
established stuidelines. 50t' registration
fee. Call 277·2913 or 2'1'1-aG04 ror fn·
for.matlon and appointments. Sponsored
by Ae~ociated Students of UNM.
tfn
HAUL vour junk quiek. Any load, any road.
Call Seth anytirne, 281·5862,
4/2
PROFESSIONAL'"TYPJST. IDM carbon
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasrutnbte
rates. 298·'1147.
9/29

lil

FOR SAI.E

3l SERVICES
LANDSCAPING, LAWN CARE,
monthly rates. Call 898·9011. 843·9.31.
J./2
KUJUKEMBO KEMPO KARATE-private
l!!!sons at your home. Two or more .etu·
dents at a tirne. $16 monthly. 898-02JJi

FOR SALE

1964 IJARDLY DAVIDSON OIJOPPER,
1200cc, Rebuilt engine and transmission
(lots of chrome), $1700, 243-1931 after
5:00 pm.
4/1
SOFAS, ONE SECTIONAL, one vinyl,
Two tables, oak. Good condition, 344·
6882.
4/1
TIJIN HOLLOW~body epiphone one Humbucldng, acoustic-electric, $176 w/caae,
268-3204.
3/28
-1-9f.1....,3_F_O_...._R_D_W_IN-. DOW VAN. Rebuilt. 6-cyl:
New paint covers tires nice, $750, Also
1959 l<'ord % PU SWB rebuilt, 6-cyl.,
exceptional $560, Nick, 268-8176. Mike,
299-7071.
4/2
'66 CHEVELLE, 56000. Original mileage,
Factory air conditioning, $200. 1811 Sil·
ver Ave SE, #2.
4/2
l•OVEABLE GREAT DANE PUPPY.
Dlack male, 10 weeks old, AKC .registered,
reasonable, 766-5353.
4/2
'73 GMC JIMMY, 4:whee) drive, $3960. 268·
7603.
4/2
SKI TAOS-lift tickets, $5.00-cheaP call
255-2093 after 5 pm.
3/28
i969 FIAT SPI.DER, -~ood condition,
31,000 miles, good condition. $975. (8210420),
4/1
TURQUOISE & DIAMOND set in gold.
Unusual cnga~cment and wedding ring.
Charley Romero. 268-3896,
5/3
DlRT Riders!'- 1972 OSSA Pioneer 250cc,
1900 miles, 299-8944 (work), 265-0864,
296-1343.
4/1
REGISTERED NORWEGIAN Elkhounds.
Puppie~ & adults. Shots. Monthly terms.
Ph. 867-5309.
3/29
CLOTHES FROM 1890-1940, beautiful old
quilts, onk furniture, photographic anti(Jues nn!l more. Watch for the opening of The Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
3/22
March 23 at 3400 Central NE.

Robert is an oUt'ilanding s1uder1t at UNM completing his
M.B.A. and is a rat('(;'r life undNwritN with us.
, As a result, WE:' feel thi., is an excPII('n! opportunity for you
to discuss your financial plans with somebody that knows
and cat(:'s about your future. Call: 24J·7576.
Ray E. Cramer, C.LU.
Getteral Agent

